
EnviroShield  
Performance™ XIR®

Energy

Maximum daylight with minimum energy 

consumption, Viridian EnviroShield Performance™ 

XIR® 71 is a highly specialised glass product. This 

film is encapsulated in a laminated glass creating 

a colour neutral, energy efficient product with 

exceptional solar control properties. XIR rates in 

the top end for solar control glass products and 

has the key benefits of an exceptionally high 

light-transmission of 73% whilst offering superior 

reduction in solar heat gain (0.50 solar heat gain 

coefficient). This is comparable and in many 

cases superior, to the higher end heavily tinted or 

reflective solar control products. The real beauty 

of Viridian EnviroShield Performance™ XIR® is that 

it is colour neutral whilst offering outstanding 

protection against solar heat gain. 

This allows architects the freedom to use large 

expanses of glass and light without compromising 

cooling loads and visual clarity. EnviroShield 

Performance XIR is ideally used in all types of 

glass facades, either structural or non structural, 

glass roofs, showrooms, atriums, sporting facilities, 

and basically anywhere where solar control is 

required without sacrificing natural daylight.

The universal appeal of XIR remains its maximum 

performance in a colour neutral product. It can 

however be further enhanced when combined 

with other products from the Viridian™ range,  

such as EVantage or SolTech. 

Solar control can be improved and the additional 

benefit of reducing heat loss is made possible 

by combining the XIR film with high performance 

body tints and Low E pyrolitic coated glasses. In 

addition, the broader aspects of design, colour, 

structural integrity and noise attenuation can be 

addressed. Combined with our unique oversize 

manufacturing capabilities, these provide 

endless solutions for high end designer projects. 

EnviroShield Performance combined with Viridian’s 

superior expertise and manufacturing capabilities 

can help you achieve a solution as individual as 

your design.

Incorporating a performance 
interlayer to further enhance  
solar control

Benefits

.  Improved daylight, with 73% light 
transmission

.  Increased comfort, with lower 
heating costs – 0.47 Solar Heat 
Gain Coefficient

.  Improved transparency on both 
interior and exterior surfaces. 
This is not possible when using 
a coated glass product

.  Available in cut to size only

.  Maximum width – 1980mm

.  Black edge sealant is applied  
to all edges

.  Available as a laminate, 
toughened laminate and  
a laminate in an IGU

.  Outside noise reduced

How to specify

.  Select glass name 
Viridian EnviroShield Performance XIR®

.  Select thickness – process  
8.76mm to 17.52mm – Laminated 
7.52mm to 21.52mm –  
Toughened/Laminate

.  Select your performance 
Refer to performance data on  
page 124. For other performance 
levels, contact Viridian.

Note: Solvent manufactures’ directions  
and warnings must be followed at all times 
and care should be taken to avoid contact 
with glazing sealants or other materials 
that may be affected by such. In no case 
should razor blades, scrappers, scourers or 
other metallic or abrasive objects be used 
on the product surface. 

Not suitable for exposed edges.


